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Products List
WATERLESS  CAR CARE  KIT(600ML/350ML)
WATERLESS CAR CARE  KIT  (SPRAY GUN 600ML/350ML)
WAX CARE KIT   (350ML) 
NON-TOXIC & BIO DEGRADABLE  INDUSTRIES  HAND WASH CREAM   
(WATERLESS & WATER BASED)
CAR SHAMPOO TABLETS
INTERIOR & DRY WASH CLEANING TABLETS
CAR & BIKE CARE POUCHES
100% HOT WASHED COTTON CLOTHS
FLOOR CLEANING TABLETS
AIR FRESHNER in all FRAGNANCE
2K PROFESSIONAL RUBBING COMPOUND
BIKE SHINER (150ML/350ML/600ML)
ALTRA FINE PRO WAX
LAMINATION & POLYMER COATING
DASHBOARD SHINER (350ML/600ML)
WATERLESS CAR CLEANER
ALL IN ONE POLISH
Leather Shiner
Dash Board Polish Packing
Tyer Polish
Clean & Shine Wax
Car Shampoo Packing
Waterless Car Was (Car Body Cleaner)
Multilayer Shiner
Quick Shiner (Carnova Wex)
Quick Shiner Liquid (Carnova Wax)
AutoGiaze
Wind Shield Cleaner
Cleanex Packing
Glass Polish
Stain Remover Packing
Upholstery Cleaner Packing
Bike Wax Polish
Bike Car Kit (Bike Shiner, Cleaner & Shine Wax, Stain remover)
Rust Remover: Powder
Soft Foam 
Clean & Shine Wax 
Micro Fiber Cloth
toilet cleaner
floor cleaner
glass & house hold cleaner
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ABOUT US
BRIJWASI SHINE CHEM PVT. LTD.
: 2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY has been a leader in 
the development and manufacture of premium 
automotive appearance care products set up in 
2009. The company enjoys a reputation for quality 
and innovation, especially among the most 
demanding enthusiasts. We believe that people 
deserve smart products. We set out to engineer a 
new generation of professional grade products that 
deliver results, are easy to use, fast and effective, 
look good, smell great, clean, protect, prolong and 
enhance the appearance of your automobile. 
Company with the brand name of Euro Smart has 
developed very different and truly unique products 
such as Auto Glaze, Clean n shine Wax, Multilayer 
shiner, Spray Shiner, Cleaning Tablets, Stain 
Remover, Tire Form, Upholstery Cleaner, 
Windshield Cleaner and many other products with 
all this products company objective very cleans 
improve and maintain your automobile beauty.

 is AN ISO 9001 

“We are committed to provide world class Car Care Products which 
shall exceed the customer expectations by team work and training of 
employees and adoption of latest technology. We are committed to 
meet the requirements of An ISO 9001:2008 and continually improve 
the effectiveness of QMS."

QUALITY POLICY
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Hot Washed Cotton Cloth :  100% cotton cloth and soft to use.

Paint spray is made of the advanced petroleum manufacturing tecniques. 
It is easy to use and gives an even and fine spraying surface. The products 
possesses mutiple strengths including weather resistant, hard, soft and 
durable, abrassion resistant of strong adhesion and provides a long 
lasting colorings. It should be widely used in spraying and reparing of 
surface of metal, wood, glass, leather, porcelain and many other kinds os 
materials. Available in all colour.

Aerosol Paint
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Bike Chain Cleaner

Time a bicycle chian could be througly cleaned in a minute or two 
without taking out of the bike. Quick, efficient and easy to use. use 
once or twice a month to maximize your bicycle's chain life and 
enjoy a cleaner, smoother and more efficient drivetrain.

Air Freshner 

Air freshner is a product to mask or remove unpleasant rooms 
oduors. This products typically deliver fragrance and other oduor 
counteractants into the air. They do so through a variety of 
product formula, including aerosols, candels, potpurri and gel. 
Lavender is a clean smelling floral often used in aromatherapy 
and spa environment (light). Jasmine is a very nice floral just like 
the flower (strong). Rose spread the rich aroma of the roses in 
your car and in the house roses air freshner. Its fills up the space 
with the refreshring fragrance, creating a cozy atmosphere of 
warmth and freshness. Lemon freshner your air for pennies and in 
more natural way.



Waterless Car care kit.

EUROSMART Waterless Trigger Cleaner & Polish no scratch fromula and 
trigger pack make easy and safe to regularly wash your car without 
having to use any water. Unlike waterless products, Eurosmart Waterless 
Spray Cleaner & Polish leaves no specks or residue and gives a brillaint 
clean look, with no streaks or water spotting. EURO SMART Waterless 

Cleaner & Polish effortlessly cleans up mess, stains and odours 
from having food, pets or dirt in your car. It also leaves a fresh fragrance, 
so you can always feel confortable being in your car. You will get 
DASHBOARD SHINER which make your dashboard clean & shine and a 
STAIN REMOVER which cleaned the dirt of your car.

Trigger 
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Euro Smart Car Care Wax Kit

Euro Smart Car Care diverse requirements of our clients, we are actively 
involved in offering world class Car shiner and Wax polish. Widely used to 
provide complete protection from sunlight, rapid corrosion and pollution, 
this car wax is formulated using superior grade chemical compounds and 
sophisticated technology that guarantee the high level of quality and purity. 
Our car wax is processed in accordance with international standards by our 
skilled experts. We provide this car wax to our clients in customised 
packaging options as per their various specifications. There is Stain 
Remover, Auto Glass Coat, Wax Polish and Dashboard Shiner.

Waterless Car care Foam Based Kit.

EUROSMART Waterless Spray Cleaner & Polish no scratch fromula and 
trigger pack make easy and safe to regularly wash your car without 
having to use any water. Unlike waterless products, Eurosmart 
Waterless Spray Cleaner & Polish leaves no specks or residue and gives 
a brillaint clean look, with no streaks or water spotting. EURO SMART 
Waterless Spray Cleaner & Polish effortlessly cleans up mess, stains and 
odours from having food, pets or dirt in your car. It also leaves a fresh 
fragrance, so you can always feel confortable being in your car. You will 
get DASHBOARD SHINER which make your dashboard clean & shine 
and a STAIN REMOVER which cleaned the dirt of your car.

Stain Remover

This formula is better at filling fine scratches and concealing 

swirl marks than traditional waxes. It also providing 

an amazing shine and leaves on wax residue behind. 

We believe Euro Smart super is the best performing high gloss 

Acrylic coat formula on the market today.
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Lamination & Polymer Coating

EURO SMART Lamination & Polymer Coating blends into the paint and 
minimize minor scratches & enhances the colour and vitality of the paint 
providing a warm gloss by creating a thik coating over the painted 
surface. thus protecting the paint from scratches and UV rays.

2K Professional Rubbing Compound

This Compound is used to remove sand scratches & Dullness from all 
types of painted surfaces. Professional Compound is versatile rubbing 
compound which is agressive but safe againts fine scratches, light to 
medium oxidation, pesky water spot and coarse swirl marks. The super 
fine cut abrasive wears down sharp edges and smooths out the painted 
surface. Professional Compound is easy to use by hand or with a 
machine. Used property it is safe for all solid, metallic and clear coat 
finishes.

Ultra Fine Pro Wax

EUROSMART Ultra Fine Pro Wax clean and dry painted surface. 
After applying the ultra fine pro wax on the car then used soft 
cotton cloth, allow to dry to haza.

All In One Polish With Teflon Coating

Car & Bike Shiner

Gently loosens surface dirt and road film without removing the shine.  Does not 
harm bike protective polish or finish. Concentrated just 20ml in I liter of water for 
effective wash. Phosphate-free formula. Biogradable surfactants. Does not 
accumulate in lakes, river or strems.  Breaks down into carbon dioxide and water.

EURO SMART AUTO CARE TEFLON COATING (ALL IN ONE POLISH) 
Contains a special polymer silicon formula that reduces 
ultraviolets light, heat and ozone. Suitable for all vinly, rubber, 
plastic and leather surface, it protects againts fading and cracking. 
Beautifies with a deep gloss shine, restore lustre and reduce 
dirt attraction.



Dashboard Shiner

Quick Detailer is a spary on dressing that restores rich colour to your tries, 
plastic door trim and rubber molding. Desinged for exterior surface only, 
this quick detailer defends plastic and rubber againts oxydation. UV 
exposure and wax residue.
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Water Less Drywash Car Cleaner & Polish

EURO SMART Waterless Trigger cleaners & Polish with  its 'no scratch formula' and trigger 

pack makes it easy and safe to regularly wash your car without having to use any 

water. Unlike some other waterless products EURO Smart SUPER water spray cleaners & 

Polish leaves no white speckling or residue and gives a brilliant clean, with no streaks pr 

water spotting. EURO SMART Waterless Trigger Cleaners & Polish  effortlessly clean up 

mess, stain and Odours from having food, pet or dirt in your car, plus leaves a fresh 

fragrance, so you can always feel comfortable being in the car.

Euro Smart Car Shampoo removes dirt and grime 
leaving a brilliant protective shine with every wash. You 
car will sport a spotless, streak-free and shiny surface, 
which is fully prepared for waxing. 1 tablet = 2.5 litre 
solution for up to 10 car washes.

Euro smart Car Shampoo Tablet

Euro Smart Windshield Washer is a tablets that turns ordinary water into 
powerful clearing agents for your Windshield Washer reservoir. Non 
streaking and non spotting formula leaves windshield free of road film, dirt, 
grime, dust, water spot and bugs. this is perfect windscreen reservoir 
additives that allow drivers to maintain perfect, clear vision whilst 
travelling, leaving them reassured and safe while on the road. Eco-friendly 
concentrated tablets help us and the environment in reducing the use of 
bulky plastic containers.

Euro Smart Windshield washer

BSC Eurosmart Car Care Combo kit
1 Dashboard polish - 250ml
2 Tyre polish - 250ml
3 Stain remover - 100ml
4 Auto glass coat - 250ml
5 Auto body polish - 250ml
6 Interior cleaner - 250ml
7 Soft spounge
8 Cotton cloth



BRIJWASI SHINE CHEM PVT. LTD.
Delhi Head Office :

U-158, Vats Complex, Vikas Marg, 
Shankarpur,  Delhi 110092. 

Mumbai Branch :
E-208, 2nd Floor, Crystal Plaza, Opp. Infinity Mall, 

New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053
Email : info@bsceurosmart.com

sales@bsceurosmart.com

Contact Details :
 022 4016 1260 / 81083 60618 / 98198 33259
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CLEAN & SHINE WAX
STAIN REMOVER

WINDSHIELD CLEANER
DASHBOARD SHINER

WATERLESS DRYWASH CAR CLEANER
SOFT FOAM
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